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Abstract. Automated essay scoring (AES) is the task of automatically
grading essays without human raters. Many AES models offering different benefits have been proposed over the past few decades. This study
proposes a new framework for integrating AES models that uses item
response theory (IRT). Specifically, the proposed framework uses IRT
to average prediction scores from various AES models while considering the characteristics of each model for evaluation of examinee ability.
This study demonstrates that the proposed framework provides higher
accuracy than individual AES models and simple averaging methods.
Keywords: automated essay scoring · item response theory · model
averaging
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Introduction

In recent years, various studies have examined automated essay scoring (AES)
models to reduce the costs involved in scoring essays in mass testing. Most
AES models can be roughly divided into two approaches: feature-engineering approach and automatic feature extraction approach [5, 7]. The features-engineering
approach manually extracts features (e.g., essay length and number of spelling
errors) from given essays and uses these features to predict scores. An important
benefit of this approach is its explicability. The approach, however, generally requires careful feature creation and selection to achieve high accuracy. To obviate
the need for feature engineering, the automatic feature extraction approach using
neural networks has been recently proposed [1, 2, 4, 13, 14, 21]. Such conventional
AES models are known to provide different advantages. Therefore, averaging the
scores of various AES models is expected to improve scoring accuracy. However,
scores that are simply averaged might be inaccurate because each AES model
has different accuracy for evaluating examinee ability.
To resolve this problem, we propose a framework that aggregates various
AES models using item response theory (IRT) [10], which is a test theory based
on mathematical models. In recent years, IRT models that are able to estimate
scores while considering the characteristics of human raters, such as rater severity and consistency, have been proposed [3, 8, 11, 15, 17–19]. The present study
focuses on the use of such IRT models with AES models instead of human raters.
The proposed framework is expected to provide scores that are more accurate
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Fig. 1: Proposed framework for three human raters (r = 1, 2, 3) and three AES
models (r = 4, 5, 6). Xjr indicates the score given by human-rater r for the
essay of examinee j. X̄j is the average of all the scores given by all the humanraters. X 0 jr is the prediction score given by the r-th AES model for the essay of
examinee j.

than those obtained by simple averaging or a single AES model because the
framework can integrate prediction scores from various AES models while considering the characteristics of each model for each examinee’s ability level. Our
experiments demonstrate that the proposed framework provides higher accuracy
than individual AES models and than simply averaged scores.
Of note, Uto and Okano have recently proposed another AES framework that
uses IRT [16]. They, however, use IRT to remove rater bias effects within training
data to improve the robustness of the model training process. The research
objective and the developed framework are completely different from those of
the present study.
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Proposed Framework

In this section, we propose a framework for averaging scores of various AES
models in consideration of the characteristics of each model. Fig. 1 shows the
outline of the proposed framework. As shown in the figure, the proposed framework executes model training and score prediction through the following four
steps: 1) Train each AES model individually using gold-standard scores in training data. 2) Predict scores for essays using development data and test data in
each trained AES model. 3) Estimate IRT model parameters from the prediction scores obtained in Step 2. In this estimation, human scores for development
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data are also used, whereas human scores for test data are not used because
they are not given in advance. The IRT models used in this study are the many
facet Rasch model (MFRM) [8] and the generalized MFRM (g-MFRM) [18, 19].
The g-MFRM defines the probability that human-rater or AES model r ∈ R =
{1, . . . , R} gives score k for the essay of examinee j ∈ J = {1, . . . , J} as follows.
Pk
exp m=1 [αr (θj − βr − drm )]
.
(1)
Pjrk = PK
Pl
l=1 exp
m=1 [αr (θj − βr − drm )]
where θj represents the latent ability of examinee j, αr denotes the consistency
of rater r, βr denotes the strictness of rater r, and drk represents the severity
of rater r within category k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K}. The MFRM is a special case of
g-MFRM when αr = 1 and drm = dm for all rater. 4) Calculate the following
expectation score X̂j for essays in test data.
X̂j =

1
|Rhuman |

X

K
X

k · Pjrk ,

(2)

r∈Rhuman k=1

where Rhuman is the set of human raters. This calculation is performed given
IRT parameter estimates including the latent examinee ability θ̂j , which are
estimated from multiple AES model predictions in Step 3.
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Experiments

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework using the Automated
Student Assessment Prize (ASAP) dataset, which has been used in various AES
studies [6, 13, 14, 21] and Kaggle competitions1 . We use five-fold cross validation
to evaluate scoring accuracy in terms of quadratic weighted kappa (QWK) which
is the common evaluation metric in the ASAP competition.
The following AES models are used in our experiment: Feature-engineering
approach models, including EASE (SVR), EASE (BLRR) [12], and XGBoost [6, 9]. Automatic feature extraction approach models, including LSTMbased model [13] and SkipFlow model [14]. We also used a hybrid model
BERT+F [20] that integrates the feature-engineering approach and automatic
feature extraction approach. Model settings, including hyperparameter settings,
are the same as those used in the original studies.
The present experiment compares the proposed framework incorporating the
model described above with the individual AES models (hereinafter, BASE models), and with two simple model averaging methods; MEAN (arithmetic averaging of AES scores) and VOTING (hard voting of AES scores). Hereinafter,
we call the simple averaging methods as AVG methods.
In the proposed framework, we examine two IRT models: MFRM and gMFRM. We refer to the proposed frameworks using these IRT models respectively as Proposal (MFRM) and Proposal (g-MFRM). The IRT parameter
estimation was conducted by Markov chain Monte Carlo following [19].
1

https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes
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Table 1: QWK score of the BASE models and the AVG methods.
AES models
EASE (SVR)
EASE (BLRR)
XGBoost
BASE
LSTM
SkipFlow
BERT+F
MEAN
VOTING
AVG
Proposal (MFRM)
Proposal (g-MFRM)

1
0.558
0.804
0.814
0.777
0.798
0.827
0.820
0.833
0.821
0.838

2
0.533
0.603
0.640
0.619
0.652
0.637
0.667
0.660
0.626
0.686

3
0.564
0.656
0.593
0.651
0.657
0.672
0.673
0.675
0.663
0.668

Prompts
4
5
0.571 0.659
0.717 0.784
0.660 0.763
0.730 0.770
0.729 0.783
0.620 0.780
0.730 0.805
0.731 0.794
0.685 0.777
0.743 0.796

6
0.749
0.761
0.657
0.760
0.778
0.673
0.774
0.770
0.728
0.785

7
0.545
0.730
0.692
0.750
0.751
0.720
0.768
0.745
0.768
0.793

8
0.350
0.675
0.676
0.460
0.614
0.681
0.678
0.666
0.674
0.717

Avg.
0.566
0.716
0.687
0.690
0.720
0.701
0.739*
0.734*
0.718*
0.753

Table 1 presents the experimentally obtained results. * indicates that the
performance of Proposal (g-MFRM) is higher than that of the other AVG methods at the 5 % significance level by one-tailed paired t-test. The results show
that Proposal (g-MFRM) provides a higher QWK score than that of all the
BASE models except for only one case (BERT+F in prompt 3). Furthermore,
Proposal (g-MFRM) achieves the highest QWK score on average.
In Table 1, simple averaging methods are shown to also outperform the BASE
models for almost all prompts. Compared with the simple averaging methods,
Proposal (g-MFRM) provides a higher QWK score for prompts 1, 2, 4, 6, 7,
and 8, but it provides a slightly lower QWK score for prompts 3, and 5. The
reason for this improvement is that the proposed framework can estimate scores
while considering the characteristics of the respective BASE models. In prompts
where Proposal (g-MFRM) provides higher QWK score, the difference in QWK
score among the BASE models tends to be large. For example, EASE (SVR) in
prompts 1 and 7, XGBoost and BERT+F in prompt 6, and EASE (SVR) and
LSTM in prompt 8 show much lower QWK score. Thus, Proposal (g-MFRM) can
maintain high scoring accuracy even when models with various characteristics
exist, although simple averaging methods can not.
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Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a new framework for integrating AES models that uses
IRT. We described how simply averaged scores can lower evaluating accuracy
because each AES model has a different assessment accuracies for scoring examinee ability. To resolve this issue, we presented the idea of estimating scores using
IRT models while considering the characteristics of the AES models. Based on
experiment results, we demonstrated that the proposed framework with a latent
IRT model provides higher accuracy than individual AES models and higher
accuracy than simply averaged scores.
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